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At the heart of history is a critical discourse that is antithetical to spontaneous memory. History is perpetually suspicious of memory, and its true mission is to suppress and destroy it.

Pierre Nora, Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire, 1989

Lebanese-American artist Walid Raad's relatively recent rise to global prominence in the art world was significantly spurred by the inclusion of his work in Documenta 11, in Kassel, Germany, in 2002. One result of the critical acclaim he received from that exposure has been a spate of international exhibitions. Consider as evidence of this his blanket coverage of Toronto in the fall of 2004. While this review concentrates on his exhibition at Prefix ICA, titled The Truth Will Be Known when the Last Witness Is Dead: Documents from the Fakhouri File at the Atlas Group Archive, it was not the only opportunity to consider his work, ideas, and influences. The Art Gallery of York University hosted additional, complementary works by Raad, V-Tape presented a video program selected by Raad, and he spoke in November as part of Ryerson University's Kodak public lecture series.

The Prefix show consisted of four bodies of work utilizing video, text, and photographic images, sometimes in collage form, drawn from a variety of sources. The operating premise of this extremely layered exhibition is that a Lebanese institution called the Atlas Group has been formed with the intention of collecting, documenting, and constructing a history of the chaotic period between 1975 and 1991, known as the Lebanese Civil Wars. What we see on the gallery walls are "files" from the Atlas Group archives. The archives' constructive goal takes on a special resonance when the exhibition's title is considered. Implied is that it is only when the immediacy of memory, sustained by the living, has disappeared that we will "know" what really happened during those bloody years. It is only when history no longer has to contend with the nuisance of first-hand testimony and the vagaries of memory that we will have our definitive account. The question appears to be asked whether history depends as much on its distance from events for its "authority effect" as it does on the expectations of institutionally supported factuality and truthfulness that we bring to it. This idea of distance finds many expressions in Raad's work—chronological, geographic, psychological, aesthetic, perspectival, and cultural—as is suggested, of course, when one contemplates Raad's presentations of his work on Lebanon in "Western" contexts.

The question of the effect of distance begins to insinuate itself when one comes to the realization that Raad has fabricated the Atlas Group and its most important contributor, historian Dr. Fadl Fakhouri, whose documentation as organized into discreet files, comprises the work shown at Prefix. However, it also soon becomes clear that knowledge by the viewer of the so-called fictional nature of Raad's constructions is not, in itself, a key to the work. This knowledge is not revelatory but simply an entry into far more interesting epistemologically driven questions about the very construction of binaries such as those of memory and history and truth and fiction.
up are not only the profound contradictions of rationality itself but also the spectre of a day-to-day life that sets itself against Western media representations of the civil wars. These usually comprise images that isolate moments of pain, suffering, or violence, not at all unlike the daily visual fare we are currently being offered regarding life in Iraq.

In a third piece, Title: Notebook Volume 38, Already Been in a Lake of Fire; File: AGA_Fakhouri; Date: 1973–1991/1999, Raad, through his principal character, Dr. Fakhouri, investigates the subject of car bombs by producing a notebook that purports to study the 145 car bombings that occurred during the wars. Each page of the nine framed double pages excerpted from Fakhouri’s larger file shows an image of a car of the same model and colour as one used in a bombing. The photographs are clipped from magazines, pasted in a haphazard manner onto the pages, and surrounded by Arabic text that gives the date, place, and time of detonation; make, model and colour of the car/bomb; type of explosives; method of detonation; number of casualties, and, in some cases, even the diameter of the crater created by the bomb. Again, a surfeit of painstakingly gathered detail takes us farther away rather than closer to any kind of explanation for the motivation for this relentless violence.

The fourth work is a pair of approximately ten-second-long 8 mm films that are presented on side-by-side video monitors. Dr. Fakhouri is said to have carried two movie cameras with him everywhere, and on one he recorded a single frame of every doctor’s and dentist’s office sign that he saw. On the other he also recorded single frames, but of where he was at each of the many moments at which he thought that the civil wars were over. The pairing is surreal as, on both screens, images of the utmost banality blink by on the screens – one of office signage and the other of n’importe quoi, a record that manages to quantify phenomenal futility and, yet, express a stubborn hopefulness.

Raad’s strategies of factual over-determination, use of found photographs, and construction of fictional entities have a curious echo in the quotidian manages to implicitly refer to an “absence” at the heart of the civil wars were over. The pairing is surreal as, on both screens, images of the utmost banality blink by on the screens – one of office signage and the other of n’importe quoi, a record that manages to quantify the monstrous order and, yet, express a stubborn hopefulness.

Raad infers that the historicizing impulse is inadequate in the face of the often random-seeming carnage and chaos that erupted for more than fifteen years in Lebanon. While facts can be collected ad nauseam, the surfeit of painstakingly gathered detail takes us farther away rather than closer to any kind of explanation for the motivation for this relentless violence.

L a pratique des arts, dussions-nous remonter à la nuit des temps de ses origines, me semble être commandée par un désir et une pulsion fondamentale : celle de nouvelles que la mise en forme d’une prévision centrale, le sens de notre être-au-monde et de ce qui fonde notre rapport à ce qui nous entoure. Michel Serres, dans un essai où il abordait la question de la sculpture, imaginait cette première levée de terre, ce façon nommé originel, ce moment où l’homme la met à entrer en rapport, par cette manière qu’il livre en figures minimales, en monuments grosiers, avec son environnement. À ce moment où il se discerne comme différent, quand il se coupe symboliquement des éléments environnants, où il y a une frontière qui le fonde comme entité différente et comme puissance façonnante. Moment du premier faire, moment où, par cette forme qu’il vient de créer, d’assembler grossièrement en figure, face à elle surtout, il installe le monde et lui-même dans un face à face. Où, à la fois, il célèbre sa différence et déplore son bannissement; expulsé, par la conscience qui lui vient, de cette masse immunnable et chargé, désormais, de nommer le monde.

Ce mystère de notre présence en ces lieux, mais surtout de notre capacité à la penser et à l’interroger, nous n’avons cessé de l’investiguer, de chercher le sens et l’épaisseur des relations qui nous lient à elle et définir ce que nous sommes. Pour mieux comprendre, nous ne cessons d’embrasser des figures, de tirer des traits, de coucher des couleurs. Toujours à la recherche de l’analogon parfait, d’une reproduction des êtres et des choses si grandes et si proches de l’origine qu’en la regardant, quel que soit ce qui nous apparaîtrait, que nous n’avions pas encore vu. Récemment, c’est à dire il y a quelques 165 ans, nous avons eu trouver le mécanisme parfait : la photographie. Celle-ci permettrait une grande correspondance entre le construit pour l’oeil et le réel. Par celle-ci, nous croyons que quelque chose du référent touchait littéralement l’artefact et se déposait sur lui. Quelque chose qui relevait du tact, d’un toucher, d’une affinité partagée par contact et dépôt.

Aussi ne serons-nous pas vraiment surpris que des artistes se penchent maintenant sur la possibilité de créer des œuvres qui puissent entrer en relation avec nous, qui puissent interagir. Des œuvres interactives, qu’agitent et enregistrent, dans le moment même où nous entrons en proximité avec elles, notre présence. Des œuvres que l’on dirait presque « conscientes », éveillées, frémissantes.

C’est de cela qu’il retourne avec cette exposition d’Alexandre Castonguay. Il a en effet créé une installation complexe qu’il suffit d’approcher pour qu’une réaction se produise. Entrons-nous dans la galerie que nous ne savons encore rien de tout cela. Tout ce que nous voyons est confondant. Nous sommes d’ailleurs plutôt conduits à penser que l’oeuvre réside essentiellement dans la projection que l’on perçoit.